We propose a language that expresses uniformly queries and updates on knowledgebases consisting of nite sets of relational structures. The language contains an operator that \inserts" arbitrary rst-order sentences into a knowledgebase. The semantics of the insertion is based on the notion of update formalized by Katsuno and Mendelzon in the context of belief revision theory. Our language can express, among other things, hypothetical queries and queries on recursively inde nite databases. The expressive power of our language lies between existential second-order and general second-order queries. The data complexity is in general within polynomial space, although it can be lowered to co-NP and to polynomial time by restricting the form of queries and updates.
the AGM postulates. These are principles that every adequate belief revision operator should be expected to satisfy. For example: the new fact must be a consequence of the revised theory. And: if the new fact is consistent with T, then the result should be logically equivalent to T f g.
However, Katsuno and Mendelzon point out in KM91a] that all of these postulates are not universally desirable for all kinds of belief revision applications. In particular, Katsuno and Mendelzon distinguish two kinds of theory change operations, update and revision. Update consists of bringing the knowledgebase up to date when the world described by it changes. For example, most database updates are of this variety, e.g. \increase Joe's salary by 5%." The second type of modi cation, revision, is used when new information is obtained about a static world. We may for instance be trying to diagnose a faulty circuit and wanting to incorporate into the knowledgebase the results of successive tests, where newer results may contradict old ones.
For example, suppose two robot vehicles V and W are orbiting Venus. We have received the message \I have landed," but due to noise we could not determine whether it came from V or W. Let v be the proposition \V has landed" and w \W has landed."
After receiving the message, the knowledgebase T is the theory f(v^:w) _ (:v^w)g.
Suppose we now send the command \Land immediately" to V , and then V replies \I have landed." This change can be modeled by incorporating the sentence v into T. Since v is consistent with T, the AGM postulate cited above says the result should be equivalent T fvg, which is equivalent to fv^:wg. But upon re ection it becomes clear that this is incorrect. After V has landed, all we know is that V has landed; there is no reason to conclude that W has not. The correct answer should be fvg.
The authors of KM91a] came to the conclusion that the AGM postulates describe only revision, and gave a modi ed set of postulates that characterize update operators (the KM postulates).
Note that, for example, positive existential relational calculus formulas are already expressive enough to formulate updates that can have multiple results. As observed in AbG85], updates with multiple results are the source of inde niteness in databases. Suppose now we want to de ne a language for expressing updates to databases. It seems that in de ning such a language we have rst to decide whether to use update or revision, or both. But, as it turns out, G ardenfors G ar86, G ar88] has shown that if a logic has a semantic built upon Boolean algebra, then there is no way of de ning a language based on revision that does not lead to triviality. On the other hand, Grahne Gra91] has axiomatized a nontrivial logic in which update is an operator in the object language.
We shall therefore choose update as the notion of change. The KM postulates do not prescribe any particular update operator; they characterize a class of acceptable operators. As Katsuno and Mendelzon show, an operator satis es the postulates if and only if it has the following behaviour. For each model M of the theory to be changed, nd the set of models of the sentence to be inserted that are \closest" to M. The theory that describes all models obtained in this way is the result of the change operation. Choosing an update operator then reduces to choosing a notion of closeness of models. In this paper, we adopt Winslett's possible models approach Win89] . Loosely speaking, a relational database D 1 is closer than another database D 2 to the initial database D under the Winslett ordering if every tuple that must be inserted or deleted into D to make it identical with D 1 must also be inserted or deleted to make D identical with D 2 .
Note that we are talking about comparing databases rather than theories, equating databases with models of a theory. This is in fact our data model: we de ne a database to be a nite relational structure, and a knowledgebase to be a nite set of databases on the same schema. We follow the closed world assumption: only the facts that are explicitly stored are true in a database Rei78] . These choices are consistent with the model checking approach, suggested by Halpern and Vardi HV91]:
We argue that rather than representing an agent's knowledge as a collection of formulas, and then doing theorem proving to see if a given formula follows from an agent's knowledge base, it may be more useful to represent an agent's knowledge by a semantic model, and then do model checking to see if the given formula is true in that model.
Having settled on a data model and a notion of update, we propose a language that will allow both queries and updates to be expressed uniformly. In fact, in our language there is no formal distinction between queries and updates; they are both regarded as transformations. The language contains an operator that \inserts" arbitrary rst-order sentences into a knowledgebase, producing a new knowledgebase. For example, the query \which cities are reachably directly or indirectly from Toronto via Air Canada" is expressed by inserting into the knowledgebase a sentence that de nes a new relation containing exactly these cities. The update \delete ight AC 902" is expressed by inserting the sentence that denies the existence of this ight.
Considerable expressive power is achieved by the combination of rst-order logic and the minimization operator implicit in the KM notion of update and the Winslett order. It turns out that, for example, all xpoint queries CH82] are expressible in our transformation language. It is well known (see e.g. Kan90]) that \inserting" a datalog program into an \extensional database" produces a unique minimal model, which model also can be characterized as a least xpoint of the program. In case a formula has the syntax of a datalog program, or, more generally, is monotone, our update operator also produces that least xpoint.
It is also well known that if the Horn clause form of logic programs is relaxed, then there might be several least xpoints of a program. In this case our update operator produces all least xpoints w.r.t. to a generalization of the usual subset inclusion into the partial order based on Boolean sum. This is in contrast to the more common approach to designate one of the models, or some other relational structure, as the \intended model" of the program. As is demonstrated in IN88] such intended models might force the programmer to express his or her intentions in a cumbersome way. We do however note that the iterative xpoint ABW88] of a strati ed program can be obtained in our language by sequentially updating the database with the strata of the program in their hierarchical order.
We also note that hypothetical queries Bon88, Gab85] and queries on recursively inde nite databases Mey90] can be expressed through updates. The connection between hypothetical queries and updates is explored in GM91].
In Section 2 of this paper we lay the foundation of knowledgebase transformations. In Section 3 some examples of transformations are exhibited. The computational complexity of transformations is the subject of Section 4, and expressive power is discussed in Section 5.
The Framework
As a notational convenience, the symbol ! denotes the set of all natural numbers, while the symbol denotes the symmetric set di erence operation 1 .
Consider a rst-order function free language L built from the following components: A set A = fa i : i 2 !g of domain elements, a set X = fx i : i 2 !g of variables, a set R = fR i : i 2 !g of relation symbols,^(and), : (negation), 9 (existential quanti er), = (equality), and the parenthesis symbols.
With each relation symbol R i 2 R we associate the arity (i). A k-ary term is a tuple with k components, each in A X. An atomic formula is an expression of the form R i (x) where R i is in R and x is an (i)-ary term, or an expression of the form x i = x j , or an expression of the form x i = a j , where fx i ; x j g X, and a i 2 A.
The set of all well formed formulas of L is de ned in the usual way, and it is denoted 0 . The subset of sentences in 0 is denoted . If is a formula where variable x i occurs free, then (x i =a j ) denotes the formula with each free occurrence of x i substituted by a j .
A database db is a sequence hr i 1 ; : : : ; r in i of relations, where each r i j is a nite subset of A (i j ) . Then the schema of db is (db) = fR i 1 ; : : : ; R in g. For 2 , de ne the schema ( ) to be the set of all relation symbols appearing in .
The set of all databases is denoted DB. By DB s we mean the set of all databases on schema s. Furthermore, if B is a subset of the domain A, then DB B s denotes the set of all databases on schema s containing only values in B.
Let db 1 and db 2 be databases. Then we say that (db 2 ) dominates (db 1 ), if (db 1 ) is a subset of (db 2 ). Let db 1 = hs i 1 ; : : : ; s in i and db 2 = hu i 1 ; : : : ; u in i be databases, where (db 1 ) = (db 2 ), and let db be such that (db 1 ) dominates (db).
Then de ne a relation db over DB (db 1 ) , such that db 1 db db 2 if and only if, either: s i j r i j u i j r i j ;
(1) for all r i j ; s i j , and u i j , whose schemas occur in all three databases, or:
for all r i j ; s i j , and u i j , whose schemas occur in all three databases, and Also, it is worthwhile to keep the following proposition in mind.
Lemma 2.1 There are knowledgebases and sentences such that u( (kb)) 6 = (u(kb)), and t( (kb)) 6 = (t(kb)): Proof. Let kb = fhfa 1 a 2 a 3 gi; hfa 1 a 2 a 4 gig, that is, two databases, each with a single tuple over schema, say, R 1 . Then the value of u( 8x 1 x 2 R 1 x 1 a 2 x 2 !R 2 x 1 (kb)) is fh;; fa 1 gig, where the second relation is on schema R 2 . On the other hand, commuting u and produces fh;; ;ig.
For the second part of the lemma, let kb = fhfa 1 a 2 gi; hfa 2 a 3 gig, with schema R 3 . Then the value of 8x 1 x 2 x 3 R 3 x 1 x 2^R3 x 2 x 3 !R 4 x 1 x 3 (t(kb)) is fhfa 1 a 2 ; a 2 a 3 g; fa 1 a 2 ; a 2 a 3 ; a 1 a 3 gig, while commuting the operators results in fhfa 1 a 2 ; a 2 a 3 g; fa 1 a 2 ; a 2 a 3 gig: 2
By composing the transformation functions in the obvious way, and by using schemas as parameters, transformation expressions can be formed. For example, 1 ( (u( (R 1 ; R 2 )))) is a transformation expression. The value of this expression, when applied to a knowledgebase, say fhr 1 ; r 2 i; hs 1 ; s 2 ig, is the value of the transformation obtained by substituting the parameters by the knowledgebase, that is 1 ( (u( (fhr 1 ; r 2 i; hs 1 ; s 2 ig)))). Transformation expressions will be denoted by ; 0 ; : : :, while denotes the set of all transformation expressions. In the sequel we shall leave out extra parenthesis symbols wherever there is no risk of confusion.
Abiteboul and Vianu AV87, AV88] de ne a class of non-deterministic transformations on databases that they call updates. This class is similar to our transformations in that it includes queries and modi cations of the database state as special cases. They de ne an update as a relation between instances of a xed schema s and another xed schema t that is recursively enumerable and C-generic for some nite C.
2
If we restrict our attention to the case where the input knowledgebases are singletons, i.e. databases, it is clear that the transformations de ned by expressions are updates in the sense of Abiteboul and Vianu. In fact, they are within the subclass that they call nitely non-deterministic updates, those in which the set of all output databases related to each input database is nite. They also consider deterministic updates, in which the relation is a function. In Section 5, we consider a class of expressions that falls within this subclass: those expressible by a transformation of the form ( b ) , where each b is one of u or t.
3 Sample Transformations Example 1. Let r be a relation such that (r) = R 1 , and let be the sentence 8 x 1 x 2 x 3 : (R 2 x 1 x 2^R1 x 2 x 3 ) _ R 1 x 1 x 3 ! R 2 x 1 x 3 : Fact: 2 (fhrig) = fhsig, where s is the transitive closure of r, and (s) = R 2 . To see that this is indeed the case, note that by de nition (10), the databases returned by are models of sentence . For a database to be a model, it has to satisfy both of the conditions 8 x 1 x 2 x 3 R 1 x 1 x 3 ! R 2 x 1 x 3 and 8 x 1 x 2 x 3 (R 2 x 1 x 2^R1 x 2 x 3 ) ! R 2 x 1 x 3 . By the rst condition, s must contain r. By the second condition, for any path in r, that is, any set of tuples fa 1 a 2 ; : : :a k?1 a k g r, there must be an edge a 1 a k 2 s. Hence, the relation s must contain also the transitive closure of r. By de nition (9), the relation that results from applying the transformation must be minimal. In addition, the de nition of minimality ensures that the argument relation r is not altered while an s can be found such that hr; si is a model of . Hence, after the projection operation, the result will be exactly the transitive closure of r.
Example 2. To transform a directed graph r 1 into the set of its transitive reductions, let be the following sentence: 8 x 1 x 2 : R 2 x 1 x 2 ! R 1 x 1 x 2 :
Also, let be the sentence: 8 x 1 x 2 x 3 : (R 3 x 1 x 2^R1 x 2 x 3 ) _ R 1 x 1 x 3 $ R 3 x 1 x 3 ; 8 x 1 x 2 x 3 : (R 3 x 1 x 2^R2 x 2 x 3 ) _ R 2 x 1 x 3 $ R 3 x 1 x 3 : Fact: 2 ^ (fhr 1 ig) = fhr 2 1 i; : : :; hr 2 k ig, where each r 2 i is a transitive reduct of r 1 .
Recall that a binary relation r 2 is a transitive reduction of r 1 if and only if r 2 is an antitransitive subset of r 1 , and the transitive closure of r 2 is the same as the transitive closure of r 1 . (Here antitransitivity means that for any a 1 a 3 in r 2 , there is no a 2 such that both a 1 a 2 and fa 2 a 3 g are also in r 2 .) Note also that by de nition (9), the relation r 1 does not change if suitable r 2 and r 3 can be found. This will indeed be the case.
At rst we check that r 2 satis es the second requirement to be a transitive reduction of r 1 . By the rst part of sentence , the relation r 3 is the transitive closure of r 1 , because it is just like in Example 1, except for the bidirectionality of the implication. By sentence , r 2 must be a subset of r 1 , and by the second part of sentence , this subset must have the same transitive closure as r 1 has. Here we need the bidirectionality.
Second, for r 2 to be a transitive reduction of r 1 , it also has to be antitransitive. This condition is satis ed by the minimality requirement. For suppose that r 2 is not antitransitive. Then r 2 must contain a certain subset, say fa 1 a 2 ; a 2 a 3 ; a 1 a 3 g. Clearly, the relation r 2 n fa 1 a 3 g has the same transitive closure as r 2 has, but it has fewer tuples, and will hence by be preferred over r 2 .
Since the two conditions are satis ed, after operation 2 the knowledgebase will indeed contain the set of transitive reducts of the original graph.
Example 3. Suppose now that we would like to know whether a certain set of edges belongs to every transitive reduction of a graph. This query can be expressed in the language of recursively inde nite databases Mey90]. The query can also be formulated as a transformation expression. Suppose that the relation r 3 describes the set of edges in question. Let the sentence be: 8 x 1 x 2 : (R 3 x 1 x 2 ! R 2 x 1 x 2 ) ! R 4 : Fact: The transformation 4 (fhr 1 ; r 3 ig), where is 2;3 u ^ (fhr 1 ; r 3 ig) will yield one zeroary relation r 4 that will contain the empty tuple if and only if r 3 r 2 where r 2 stores the set of edges that belong to all transitive reductions of graph r 1 , and r 3 is the given set of edges.
To see this, note that (fhr 1 ; r 3 ig) = fhr 2 ; r 3 ig is as in the previous example, except that r 3 is present and preserved unchanged by , and we take by u the common set of edges in r 2 .
In the operation we added to our sentence an implication for relation r 4 . Here the minimality requirement assures that r 4 will be empty if and only if r 3 is not a subset of r 2 .
Example 4. Transformation expressions can also describe hypothetical, or subjunctive queries. Recall the space example from Section 2. Let the knowledgebase be kb = fhfvgi; hfwgig, and consider the query \if V had landed, would W be necessarily still orbiting?". The answer to this query would be \yes" if and only if the resulting singleton knowledgebase of the transformation t R 1 (v) (kb): does not contain w. Since t R 1 (v) (kb) = fhfv; wgig this is not the case. Example 5. Now consider the monochromatic triangle problem, that is, the problem of deciding whether an undirected graph r 1 has a partition into two graphs r 2 and r 3 such that both r 2 and r 3 are antitransitive.
Let be the sentence: 8 x 1 x 2 : R 1 x 1 x 2 ! R 2 x 1 x 2 _ R 3 x 1 x 2 :
Let be the sentence: 8 x 1 x 2 x 3 : R 2 x 1 x 2^R2 x 2 x 3 ! :R 2 x 1 x 3 ; 8 x 1 x 2 x 3 : R 3 x 1 x 2^R3 x 2 x 3 ! :R 3 x 1 x 3 ; 8 x 1 x 2 : R 1 x 1 x 2 $ R 1 x 2 x 1 ; 8 x 1 x 2 : R 2 x 1 x 2 $ R 2 x 2 x 1 ; 8 x 1 x 2 : R 3 x 1 x 2 $ R 3 x 2 x 1 : Let 0 be the sentence R 6 $ 8 x 1 x 2 :R 5 x 1 x 2 , and let the operation denote copying the relation r 1 into a relation r 4 , while " is denoting assigning the value of r 4 n r 1 into relation r 5 . (From looking at the previous examples, the last two are easily expressible as a transformation.)
Fact: The result of the transformation t 0 , where is the subexpression 5 " ^ (R 1 ), has in r 6 the empty tuple if and only if r 1 has the described partition.
Consider at rst the sentence . It formalizes the fact that r 2 and r 3 form a partition of r 1 . The disjointness of r 2 and r 3 is enforced by equation (3) in the de nition of the -operation. That is because if we had a i 2 r 2 \ r 3 , then by taking r 2 n fa i g instead of r 2 and the same r 3 , we could also satisfy the sentence . The choice between these two databases depends on equation (3) because the relation r 2 is not an input relation. Equation (3) clearly prefers the second database.
Next see that the sentence says that r 2 and r 3 are antitransitive, and that each of the relations r 1 ; r 2 ; r 3 are symmetric.
After the second operation we have all possible partitions in the knowledgebase, but we may have some undesirable partitions, that is, partitions that change the initial relation r 1 . Since we have a copy of the initial relation in r 4 , we can check whether there are any partitions that are desirable. Therefore, after , a required partition exists if and only if r 5 is empty in some of the databases.
The transformation t 0 checks exactly if r 5 is empty in some of the databases in (fhr 1 ig). If r 5 is indeed empty in some of the databases, then r 6 will have in it the empty tuple. Otherwise r 6 will be the empty relation by the minimization requirement. Hence we see that the transformation expression is a yes or no query corresponding to the monochromatic triangle problem.
Example 6. The parity problem is, does a given unary relation r 1 have an even number of elements. Fact: The transformation 6 (fhr 1 ig) results in a knowledgebase that has a database in which the relation r 6 is empty if and only if the parity of r 1 is even.
Note that r 1 has an even number of elements if and only if r 1 can be partitioned into two unary relations r 2 and r 3 of the same cardinality. Hence the above can be rephrased as the transformation results in a knowledgebase that has a database in which the relation r 6 is empty if and only if the desired partition exists.
Clearly, the sentence 0 is similar to in Example 5 and says that r 2 and r 3 form a partition. Now r 2 and r 3 have an equal number of elements if and only if there is a function from r 2 to r 3 that is bijective. In our example, the relation r 4 is such a function. It is found in two steps. At rst, the sentence ' de nes r 4 to be the Cartesian product of r 2 and r 3 , whatever the relations r 2 and r 3 are after the rst operation. Then sentence & below assures that r 4 is a bijection.
Since r 4 is a bijection, it has as many tuples as the minimum of the cardinalities of relations r 2 and r 3 . Every element of r 2 in the rst column of r 4 occurs only once, and every element of r 3 in the second column of r 4 occurs only once. Note that each element of r 2 and r 3 occurs in r 4 if and only if the cardinalities of r 2 and r 3 are the same.
The operation % is used to check exactly this last condition, because after that transformation r 5 will be equal to r 1 if and only if each element of r 2 and r 3 occurs in r 4 . That is, r 5 will be equal to r 1 if and only if the cardinalities of r 2 and r 3 are the same.
Clearly, it is necessary and su cient that one of the possible partitions of r 1 into r 2 and r 3 be such that the cardinalities of r 2 and r 3 are the same. To check therefore that in the knowledgebase that results after performing one of the databases contains such a partition, we can use the transformation similarly to the transformation in Example 5. Then r 6 will be the empty relation in one of the databases if and only if the initial r 1 had an even number of elements.
Example 7. The maximal clique problem asks for a graph whether the largest clique or maximal complete subgraph has exactly size k.
Let r 1 be the set of edges of a graph. Let r 2 be any set with exactly k elements and r 3 be any set with exactly k + 1 elements. Let be the following sentence: 8 x 1 9 x 2 : R 2 x 1 ! R 5 x 1 x 2 ; 8 x 1 9 x 2 : R 4 x 1 ! R 5 x 2 x 1 ; 8 x 1 x 2 x 3 : R 5 x 2 x 1^R5 x 3 x 1 ! x 2 = x 3 ; 8 x 1 x 2 x 3 : R 5 x 1 x 2^R5 x 1 x 3 ! x 2 = x 3 ; 8 x 1 x 2 : R 4 x 1^R4 x 2^x1 6 = x 2 ! R 1 x 1 x 2 : Fact: Transformation can be used to check whether the graph has a clique of size k.
If the graph has a clique of size k, then the vertices of one such clique will be placed in the unary relation r 4 . To see that, note that besides r 4 , an r 5 relation has to be found. Since r 5 is a new relation, it must be a minimal-size relation. Also by the rst four lines, r 5 is a bijection from r 2 to r 4 . Hence the size of r 2 and r 4 will be the same. Hence the size of r 4 will be k as required. The last line assures that between each distinct pair of elements in r 4 there is an edge in the graph. In other words, the the elements of r 4 are vertices and form a clique.
If the graph does not have a size k clique, then either of the two input relations r 1 or r 2 will be changed. By making copies of these relations before the above transformation and comparing them to the values of r 1 and r 2 after the transformation we can test whether the graph has a size k clique.
Note that we need to test not only that the graph has a clique of size k but also that it is maximal. Clearly, if k is maximal, then the graph has no clique of size k + 1. To test that, we can reuse the above query, after an appropriate renaming of the relations. We also have to use here the input relation r 3 of size k + 1. 8 x 1 9 x 2 : R 3 x 1 ! R 6 x 1 x 2 ; 8 x 1 9 x 2 : R 7 x 1 ! R 6 x 2 x 1 ; 8 x 1 x 2 x 3 : R 6 x 2 x 1^R6 x 3 x 1 ! x 2 = x 3 ; 8 x 1 x 2 x 3 : R 6 x 1 x 2^R6 x 1 x 3 ! x 2 = x 3 ; 8 x 1 x 2 : R 7 x 1^R7 x 2^x1 6 = x 2 ! R 1 x 1 x 2 :
The above transformation will either not change r 1 and r 3 and nd a clique of size k +1 and place it in r 7 , or changes r 1 and r 3 when there is no clique of that large size. By using again copies of r 1 and r 3 , we can tell which of the two cases occured and construct a query that answers either true or false as required.
Computational Complexity
In this section we will examine the computational complexity of transformation expressions. We will consider both data and expression complexities in separate subsections. In a third subsection we also consider the special case of transformation expressions built from quanti er free formulas.
The main complexity results of this section are summarized in the following and denotes the class of all transformations. For the second case we also have some lower bounds. Namely, we can prove that the data complexity of is 6 2 NP co-NP and its expression complexity is 6 2 NEXPTIME co-NEXPTIME, assuming the standard hypothesis in complexity theory that NP and NEXPTIME are not closed under complement GJ79]. In the last line of the above table, 0 denotes the quanti er-free transformation expressions.
Data Complexity
By the data complexity of with respect to an expression we mean the complexity of deciding membership in the set C = fhdb; kbi 2 DB KB : db 2 (kb)g:
For the case of only one update operation the upper bound for data complexity is: We guess which of these two cases holds. For the rst case the veri cation can be done in PTIME, since deciding whether a database is a model of a given rst-order formula can be done in time polynomial in the size of the database. This is because for the domain of variables B we have to take the constants that appear in either the database or the formula. Hence if we follow equations (4{8) that de ne models of rst-order formulas, at each existential quanti er we have to test at most cardinality of B number of cases, which is linear in the size of the database. This yields a PTIME procedure for any xed rstorder formula. (Although the test can be also performed in PTIME and in fact in LOGSPACE without domain restriction KKR90], the results in the restricted and unrestricted cases may be di erent.)
For the second case, for each db 1 in kb we guess a db 2 and again we verify both of the facts that db 2 is a model of and that db 2 < db 1 db. In other words, the symmetric di erence between db 2 and db 1 must be less than the symmetric di erence between db 1 and db. Since the symmetric di erence between db 1 and db is at most the union of the two databases, the size of each db 2 guessed should not be greater than the input size. Hence whether db 2 is a model of can be also decided within PTIME. Finally, checking the condition db 2 < db 1 db can obviously also be carried out in PTIME for each db 2 guessed. Since we need to guess only as many db 2 's as many databases the kb contains, we could decide in NP whether db = 2 (kb). 2 For unrestricted composite expressions we have the following lower bound characterization.
Theorem 4.2 There is a in ( ; ) , such that C is not in NP co-NP, unless NP = co-NP.
Proof. We will show a particular yes or no reduction from the 3CNF formula satis ability problem. Let the given 3CNF formula be c 1^: : :^c n , where each c i is of the form l 1 _ l 2 _ l 3 , with each l i being a literal. We will show that there is an expression of the form ( ()) that gives a yes or no query.
In the reduction we will use relations r 1 (representing the clauses), r 2 (representing a consistent and complete truth assignment), and r 3 (representing the clauses not sati ed by the particular assignment).
Let kb be fhr 1 ig, where r 1 has a tuple t i for each clause c i of . For instance, if clause c i is x 1 _ :x 5 _ x 8 ; then t i is hi; 1; 1; 5; 0; 8; 1i: Note that the third, fth, and the eigth elements of the tuple t i denote by value 1 or 0 whether the literal immediately preceding them occurs positively or negatively.
Consider now the following formulas: 8 x 1 x 2 x 3 x 4 x 5 x 6 x 7 : R 1 x 1 x 2 x 3 x 4 x 5 x 6 x 7 ! ((R 2 x 2 0 _ R 2 x 2 1)( R 2 x 4 0 _ R 2 x 4 1)^(R 2 x 6 0 _ R 2 x 6 1)) 8 x 1 x 2 x 3 x 4 x 5 x 6 x 7 x 8 x 9 x 10 : (R 1 x 1 x 2 x 3 x 4 x 5 x 6 x 7^R2 x 2 x 8^R2 x 4 x 9^R x 6 x 10x 3 6 = x 8^x5 6 = x 9^x7 6 = x 10 ) ! R 3
The sentence is the conjunction of the above two sentences. Now it can be seen that if is satis able, then 3 ( (kb)) = fh;i; hhiig 3 :
If is not satis able, then 3 ( (kb)) = fhhiig:
3 Or fh;ig, if was a tautology.
Suppose that C 3 is in co-NP. Then it would be possible to solve the 3CNF satis ability problem in co-NP. That is, we could verify in NP for each kb if there is no solution, by testing whether h;i 6 2 3 ( (kb)). Conversely, suppose that C 3 is in NP.
Then again the 3CNF problem could be solved in co-NP. This time, we would test whether h;i 2 3 ( (kb)).
We know that the 3CNF satis ability problem is an NP-complete problem. Now the existence of an NP-complete problem that is in co-NP entails NP = co-NP. 2
For the upper bound of C we have: Lemma 4.1 For any without t and u operators, the set C is in PSPACE.
Proof: W. l. o. g. we assume that is of the form n (: : :( 1 ()) : : :). Let kb 0 be the input knowledgebase, and let kb i be the knowledgebase after operation i is performed.
In particular let kb n be the output of the whole query, i.e., let kb n = (kb 0 ).
Suppose that for some database db n we know that db n 2 (kb 0 ) and we need to verify that this condition holds. We can do that by nding a db i in each knowledgebase kb i such that db i 2 i (db i?1 ). In other words we must nondeterministically guess a chain of databases from an initial db 0 2 kb 0 to db n and verify that in that chain each successive database db i is a closest model of i with respect to the previous database db i?1 .
To verify that a db i 2 i (db i?1 ) we do the following. First we nd the domain B that contains all the constants in either db i?1 or i . Then we list all possible tuples that can be constructed from B and the relations in . The number of these tuples is polynomial in the size of B and db i?1 . Note that db i must be a subset of these tuples, hence its size is polynomial in the size of db i?1 and by induction it is also polynomial in the size of db 0 and kb 0 . We have to check against each database db (that is a subset of the listed tuples) that db i db i?1 db. To do that we add a one-bit tag initialized to zero to each tuple. A tag value of zero indicates that the tuple is not part of the database, while a value of one indicates that it is. We also x some arbitrary ordering of the tags. Taken in that xed order the tags form a counter. We cycle through all possible databases by making a binary addition of one to the counter. For each database that we get we check in polynomial time (and space) whether it satis es i . If it does we have to verify that the symmetric di erence of db and db i?1 is not less than the symmetric di erence of db i and db i?1 . Clearly that also can be done in PSPACE.
The above gives a NPSPACE procedure for testing whether db n 2 (kb 0 ). By Savitch's theorem, we have that NPSPACE(n) PSPACE(n 2 ). Hence we can also do the test in deterministic PSPACE. : 2 Theorem 4.3 For any 2 , the set C is in PSPACE. Proof: Note that the relation symbols in come from a xed set, say fR 1 ; R 2 ; : : : ; R n g, and that and the initial knowledgebase kb 0 have a nite set, say B, of domain elements in them. Let (i) be the arity of relation R i , and let a be the maximum arity. Suppose we want to decide whether db n is in the knowledgebase (kb 0 ).
When each operation in is applied, the size of each database in the current knowledgebase can never be more than O(B n a ). This is because there can be at most B (i) tuples over a domain B in a relation over R i , and we have n relations. Note that O(B n a )
is only a polynomial in the size of the input database and knowledgebase. Therefore, it is possible to use the technique described in Lemma 4.1 to cycle through all possible databases in PSPACE. We claim that we can test whether db n is in (kb 0 ) within PSPACE for any . To prove that we use induction. For the base case we may take any formula for that has in it only and operations. Then by Lemma 4.1 it is possible to verify if db n is in (kb 0 ). To check that db n is not in (kb 0 ), we use the fact that PSPACE is closed under complement. Now suppose that is of the form u 0 where 0 has in it only and operations.
Then we create each possible tuples using B and the relation symbols in . With each of these tuples we create we associate a counter initialized to zero. Independently from these set of tuples, we use the technique of Lemma 4.1 again to cycle through all possible databases. As we cycle through the databases, we test using induction, whether it is in 0 (kb 0 ). If yes, then we read out each tuple of the database and as we read each tuple from it, we increment the counter of the corresponding tuples that we created. As we do this we also count the number of databases that are found to be in 0 (kb 0 ). Finally, to obtain the output, we simply delete all the counters and tuples we created except those tuples whose counter value at the end of the cycling is the same as the number of databases we found to be in 0 (kb 0 ). Clearly this procedure can be done in PSPACE in the size of the domain and the initial input.
It is easy to see that we can evaluate each t-operation similarly to the above and that we can continue to evaluate each successive transformation operation by cycling through again the set of possible databases and calling recursively the evaluation routine for an expression with one less operations in it. Hence we can decide in PSPACE whether db n 2 (kb 0 ) for any db n and kb 0 : 2
Expression Complexity
By the expression complexity of with respect to a pair hdb; kbi 2 DB KB we mean the complexity of deciding membership in the set C hdb;kbi = f 2 : db 2 (kb)g: Theorem 4.4 For any 2 and any xed hdb; kbi 2 DB KB, we can test in co-NEXPTIME whether db 2 (kb) .
Proof: We follow the same procedure as in Theorem 4.1 to test whether db 2 (kb). Here the size of is variable. The formula can have at most j j existential quanti ers, where j j denotes the length of the formula . Hence the veri cation procedure may need to branch j j times in B ways, where B is the domain. (Note that B could vary with the size of .) Therefore O(B j j ) is the worst-case time complexity, which is exponential in the size of : 2 Theorem 4.5 There is a C hdb;kbi such that deciding for arbitrary 2 whether db 2 (kb) is not in NEXPTIME co-NEXPTIME, unless NEXPTIME is closed under complement.
Proof: In this proof we will simulate a nondeterministic exponential time bounded Turing machine. Let the nondeterministic exponential time Turing machine be T = hK; ; ; s 0 i, where K is the set of states of the machine, is the alphabet, is the transition function, and s 0 is the initial state. Let the input tape have size n, and the computation be bounded by 2 n steps. To simplify some of the notation, throughout this proof an overline (as in x for example) will denote binary vectors of length n.
First we use a n + 1-ary relation called T to describe the initial content of the tape. We create n facts T({; c { ), one for each i n, where i is given in binary notation as {. If i > n, then content of the ith tape cell will be a special tape symbol # denoting that it is blank. We write a sentence 8 { ({ 6 = 0^{ 6 = 1^: : :^{ 6 = n) ! T({; #), where 0; 1; : : : ; n are binary expressions of the numbers from 0 to n. Let 1 be the conjunction of all the n facts and the sentence. The size of 1 is O(n 2 ).
Second we use a 5-ary relation called D to describe the transition function of T . We create for each possible machine input state s in , input tape symbol c in , output state s out , tape symbol w, and movement indicator m (being n, l, or r) a fact D(s in ; c in ; s out ; w; m) if according to when the machine is in state s in and pointing to c in , then either (1) the machine may go to state s out and point to symbol w after writing it on the tape and the move m is n, that is, no move, or (2) the machine may move one tape cell to the left and m is l, or right and m is r. (Note that if m is l or r, then w can be any tape symbol; we will not use its value anywhere later in the reduction.) Let 2 be the conjunction of all the facts described above. The size of 2 is O(k 2 l 2 ) where k is the number of machine states and l is the number of di erent tape symbols.
Third we use a 2n+1-ary relation called C to describe the con guration of the machine. The relation C(t; {; s) describes that at time step t the machine is in state s and is pointing to tape position {. We can assume that the Turing machine is pointing at time zero to the rst tape cell. Therefore we create a fact C(0; : : :; 0; 1; s 0 ). Let 3 denote this single fact. The size of 3 is O(n).
Fourth we use the 2n + 1-ary relation R to denote the sequence of nondeterministic transitions of the machine. We will express the sequence of transitions of the machine by relation R(a 1 ; : : : ; a n ; a n+1 ; : : :; a 2n ; c) in such a way that the relation records the fact that at time t, encoded by the binary sequence a 1 ; : : : ; a n , the j th tape cell, where j is encoded by the binary sequence a n+1 ; : : :; a 2n , contains the tape symbol c. To initialize R we write a sentence: 8 x 1 ;:::;xn;y R(0; : : : ; 0; x 1 ; : : : ; x n ; y) $ T(x 1 ; : : : ; x n ; y). Let 4 denote this sentence. The size of 4 is O(n). (Here 4 is only for the initialization, but the expression of R will continue in 6 below.)
Fifth we use the 2n-ary relation S to describe the successor function limited to binary numbers of size n bits. That is, we want S({; o) to be true if and only if the binary number o is the successor of {, in shorthand {+1 = o. The successor function can be expressed by a sentence of size O(n) as described in FR79] . Similarly, we use the 2n + 1-ary relation M to describe the next tape position after the machine moves one tape cell in direction m. That is we want M({; {; n) be true for each 0 { 2 n , and we want M({; o; r) to be true for each 0 { 2 n and o successor of {, and we want M({; o; l) be true for each 0 { 2 n and { successor of o. This can be expressed using the successor function by a sentence. Let the conjunction of the two sentences be 5 . The size of 5 is O(n).
Sixth we write a sentence 6 that expresses the requirements for a valid nondeterministic computation of the machine. This sentence says that if in time t the machine T is pointing to the {th position and is in state s in , and the content of the {th cell is c { , and the transition speci es either a write or a move, then the con guration and the tape contents in the next time step will be as expected. The third part of the sentence says that the tape symbol never changes in any position (even at the current position) unless it is explicitly overwritten by the machine. The size of 6 is O(n).
Seventh we write a sentence 7 that asserts that at time 2 n the machine is in the halting state h. The sentence will be 9 p C(1; : : : ; 1; p; h). Thus all valid relations for R are restricted to those that lead to an accepting con guration. The size of 7 is O(n). Let 1 be the transformation 1^ 2^ 3^ 4^ 5 and let 2 be the transformation 6^ 7 . Applying 1 to an empty initial knowledgebase will create the relations T; D; S; M and initialize C and R as required.
Let 3 be the transformation that copies the four relations T; D; S; M into a set of four new relations that do not occur within either 1 or 2 . We can express 3 by a sentence of length O(n). Apply 3 after 1 .
By the minimization requirement and de nition (9), whenever it is possible applying 2 after 3 will result in a valid R and T; D; S; M and the initialization of R and C unchanged, otherwise either one or more of these four relations will change or the initial value of R or C will change.
Similarly to Example 5., after performing 2 we can use another transformation 4 that makes a binary output relation r 0 the empty relation if and only if there were no changes to T; D; S; M and the initialization of R and C, otherwise r 0 will be the relation with the empty tuple. We can write 4 such that it projects out any other relations beside r 0 , so that only r 0 remains. The size of 4 will be O(n). Suppose then that the language C hdb;kbi is in NEXPTIME for any kb and every database db. We x kb 0 to be the empty knowledgebase. Let db 0 to be the database with the only relation r 0 and r 0 being the empty relation. Then using the transformation 5 we could decide in NEXPTIME in the size of 5 , whether db 0 2 5 (kb 0 ). Now let db 1 be the database that contains the only relation r 0 , and r 0 contains the empty tuple. We could now decide in NEXPTIME whether db 1 2 5 (kb).
Note that we can describe any xed NEXPTIME bounded Turing machine and any variable input string of length n by some 5 of length polynomial in n. Therefore, if the language C hdb;kbi is in NEXPTIME for every db and every kb, then the question of whether the input tape is accepted by an NEXPTIME bounded Turing machine is in co-NEXPTIME. This in turn implies that NEXPTIME is closed under complement. Hence unless NEXPTIME is indeed closed by complement, the language C hdb;kbi is not in NEXPTIME. We can argue similarly that the language is also not in co-NEXPTIME using the fact that we have an if and only if transformation. 2 For the upperbound we have in general that: Theorem 4.6 For any hdb; kbi 2 DB KB, the set C hdb;kbi is in EXPSPACE. Proof: The maximum size of any database in the current knowledgebase during testing will be bounded as in Theorem 4.3. In the present case the domain B is xed, but the maximum arity a and the number of relations n in the databases are variable. Hence the expression complexity will be in EXPSPACE, and we can show that by using the same algorithm as in Theorem 4.3 together with the fact that EXPSPACE is closed under complement. 2
Quanti er-Free Transformations
This section considers the case tranformations built from quanti er-free formulas, i. e. boolean combinations of ground atomic formulas.
Theorem 4.7 If is quanti er free, then C is in PTIME.
Proof: Since each sentence of is quanti er free, we need to make a xed number of transformations of the form t, u, or where is a quanti er free sentence. Transformations t and u can clearly be done in linear time in the size of the knowledgebase using the same procedure as in Theorem 4.3. For performing we have to test all truth assignments to that can be minimal models. Each of these models will be a database which is the union of the ground facts that occur only in the input database and some ground atoms in assigned to be either false (i.e., not occur in the corresponding relation) or true (i.e., occur in the corresponding relation). Since the number of grounds atoms that need to be considered is xed and bounded by the size of , all possible minimal databases can be found and tested whether they are models of in PTIME. 2 For the expression complexity, the transformation language has the following bound: Theorem 4.8 C hdb;kbi is PSACE-complete, even if 2 0 .
Proof: If the expression is quanti er-free, it means (since we do not allow free variables) that it is a boolean combination of ground atomic formulas such as R(a; b; c; d).
Regard each such ground atomic formula as a proposition; then PSPACE expression complexity upper bound follows from GM91, Theorem 4.2], and lower bound from ibid., Theorem 4.3]. 2 In addition to GM91] used in the above proof, for other complexity theoretic issues in belief revision and updates we refer the reader to EG92].
Expressive Power
Let YF, SF, and SO be the class of all transformations from databases to databases expressible, respectively, by xpoint queries, existential second-order queries, and second-order queries, as de ned in CH82, Var82]. It is well-known that YF is properly included in SF and that SF is also included in SO Var82] .
In order to relate our language to the above classes of transformations, we shall restrict ourselves to the case where all input knowledgebases are singletons, i.e. databases, and we will restrict the language so that all output knowledgebases are also singletons. Let therefore ST be the class of all transformations from singleton knowledgebases to singleton knowledgebases, expressible by a transformation in of the form ( b ) , where each b is one of u or t.
As we noted in Section 2, the transformations described by expressions in this class fall within the class of deterministic updates de ned by Abiteboul Proof: Without loss of generality let x:9R n+1 (x) be any existential second order query. Let a be the arity of R n+1 and let the set of relation symbols in be fR 1 ; : : :; R n ; R n+1 g.
(Note that a is also the size of x. Var82] , we take D to be the set of constants in and in the input relations r 1 ; : : :; r n . Therefore the possible values of r n+1 are nite and can be listed. There would be exactly 2 jDj a number of possibilities for r n+1 . Therefore we can construct a knowledgebase kb that has in it exactly that many databases with each database containing r 1 ; : : :r n and one of the possible r n+1 . Then the query can be expressed as a tranformation as follows. We create a new relation r n+2 to represent the output of the query. Then we write n+2 t (8 x (x)!R n+2 (x)) (kb) This transformation always takes in set of databases, with each database having schema fR 1 ; : : : ; R n+1 g. The input database is never changed because the implication 8 x (x) ! R n+2 (x) can always be satis ed by adding the required tuples for x to r n+2 .
By the minimality requirement, r n+2 will always have only those tuples in it which satisfy (x). If no tuples satisfy (x), then r n+2 will be an empty relation. Also by the minimality requirement, none of the other relations are changed. The projection n+2 simply returns the desired output, that is, the set of tuples that satisfy the existential second order formula, for some value of r n+1 2 By Theorem 5.1 any SF Proof. Clearly the theorem is proved by demonstrating there is a logspace reduction from ST to an equivalent transformation in SO. First we consider the case where is of the form i j t , where j 2 f1; : : :; ng, (db) = fR i 1 ; : : :; R in g, and fR i j g ( ) fR i 1 ; : : :; R in g. In the second-order syntax we therefore sometimes write as (R i 1 ; : : :; R in ).
Suppose that the arity of R i j is k, and for each i let R 0 i and S i be relational variables of the same arity as R i . The corresponding second-order query would then be It can now be veri ed that for any db 2 DB, the transformation expression and the above second-order query return the same result when applied to fdbg.
If is of the form i j u , then the corresponding second-order query is Note the similarity between these second-order queries and circumscription McC80].
To proceed, if is of the form i n+1 t where (db) = fR i 1 ; : : :; R in g, and fR i n+1 g ( ) fR i 1 ; : : : ; R in ; R i n+1 g, then we apply a slight variation of the basic reduction including the necessary modi cation to the formula S i j R i j R 0 i j (cf. de nitions (1){(3)).
Furthermore, if the projection in is on several component relations, we de ne a vector of second-order queries.
Finally, if is a composition of several b -expressions, the corresponding second-order query will be obtained by composing the more elementary queries. 2 Since SO = QPHIER, the existence of a logspace reduction for unrestricted expressions in to queries in SO would place the transformations within the polynomial hierarchy.
Abiteboul, Simon and Vianu ASV90] have studied restrictions of the update languages that we mentioned at the beginning of this section and characterized their expressive power in terms of complexity classes. Their approach is to transform non-deterministic languages into deterministic ones by either taking the union of all the possible output databases computed for each input database (which they call the possibility semantics) or taking the intersection (certainty semantics). Since the t operator corresponds naturally to possibility semantics and u to certainty, it seems that the languages of ASV90] should be closely connected to various subclasses of ST transformations, but we have not yet explored this in detail.
Conclusions
In many new applications of databases, it is necessary to store and manipulate disjunctive and inde nite information. For example, consider this quote from R. Pecherer, a computer scientist working on the Human Genome Information Resource Fre91]:
At the end of the day, a banker does not want to know that the value of of all his accounts is either $21 million or $22.5 million. But if a biologist in one laboratory feels that the reference sequence of a particular gene located on chromosome 7 is at a particular location, and another biologist feels that it is on a di erent location, both pieces of information should go into the database.
We have studied a data model that is just rich enough to describe disjunctive information without incurring the cost of updating and querying arbitrary logical theories, by taking the model checking approach. For operating on this model we have described a language that uni es queries and updates and uses update semantics taken from belief revision theory. We have also analyzed the expressive power and complexity of expressions in the language.
